
uilding on the immensely successful Año Dual that saw more 

than 3.5 million people attend over 1,000 events during an ini-

tiative to tighten cultural, economic, scientific and academic 

bonds between two powerhouses, bilateral relations between Mexico 

and Germany have never been better.

The alliance was designed as a thrust for economic cooperation 

and long-term sustainable growth rather than just a catalyst for short-

term benefits, and this objective has certainly borne fruit, as clearly 

illustrated by Mexico’s selection as the “Partner Country” of leading 

international technology trade fair Hannover Messe – the first time a 

Latin American country has been granted such status.

As Chancellor Angela Merkel noted during her June visit to Mexico 

to review the progress of Año Dual: “This has been a very successful 

year during which not only politicians talked, but, above all, the peo-

ple of our countries had the opportunity to know each other better 

and to learn more about the cultures.”

Mexican President, Enrique Peña Nieto, echoed that upbeat 

view during meetings with his Berlin counterpart, and highlighted 

Germany’s vital contribution and unwavering support for new legal 

frameworks that will lead to “greater trade and investment” with 

members of the European Union.

Meanwhile, Mexican businesses from a spectrum of sectors are pre-

paring to display their cutting-edge technologies to a global audience 

at Hannover Messe from 23-27 April, and further strengthen inter-

national trade relations with customers and suppliers from Germany 

and beyond.

“Mexico will now be the star attraction on the international 

industrial stage for an entire year. This is a win-win partnership for 

everyone and will do much to grow and improve economic relations 

between Mexico and Europe,” Hannover Messe organizers state.

That Mexico will be so prominent at the event will come as no 

surprise to investors, businessmen, and officials from the public and 

private sectors who have witnessed the two 

countries increasingly rely on each other for 

trade and investment.

Germany is Mexico’s main trade partner in 

Europe and its largest investor with billions 

of dollars of FDI creating more than 120,000 

jobs, while bilateral trade is an impressive 

$18 billion per year, mainly concentrated in 

the automotive, electronics, pharmaceutical, 

and chemicals industries.

Supporting this constant flow of goods 

and services across the Atlantic are free trade agreements and poli-

cies that prevent double taxation and afford reassuring protection to 

investments – which are increasingly from top tier firms with high-

end needs that require tailored solutions.

“The country’s evolution has been astonishing, says Francisco N. 

González Díaz, CEO of Mexico’s Development Bank (Bancomext), 

an award-winning organization that drives economic development 

and job creation through the financing of foreign trade. “The number 

of vehicles, shopping malls, and telephone lines has grown expo-

nentially. In infrastructure and logistics, the evolution is even more 

amazing, and considering recent structural changes, we are already 

experiencing similar growth in telecommunications and energy. We 

are at a stage of evolution of trade and investment models, opening 

markets and being very proactive with international business.”

The senior executive adds: “We support small and medium sized 

companies, since they are the driving force for national development. 

We offer financial support via very clear products, starting from letters 

of credit. We believe in companies and support their development.”

One leading enterprise exploring emerging international oppor-

tunities is Grupo Jumex, a major player in the food and beverage 

industry that serves different segments and utilizes the latest product 
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and packaging technology. Health and nutri-

tion are fundamental to the firm’s operations 

and this commitment to good health is at the 

very core of Grupo Jumex’s enviable brand 

portfolio, which include juices, nectars, soft 

drinks, and teas.

“We have attended trade events in Ger-

many, including technological and food fairs 

in cities such as Cologne,” explains Grupo 

Jumex CEO, Manuel V. Martínez López. “It’s 

interesting to see how markets interpret 

products. Food companies like Grupo Jumex are always open to 

working with imported trademarks or products. “Mexico has great 

potential for German businesses. Mexico needs the whole techno-

logical development of Germany; there are many friendships and 

business ties between Germans and Mexicans.”

Of course, it is not just the physical infrastructure, strategic loca-

tion, fiscal incentives, access to vast consumer markets, and ease 

of doing business that makes Mexico such a popular destination for 

businesses of all sizes.

Ideal nourishing ground for new ideas
Peace of mind from knowing your investments and intellectual 

property rights are safeguarded is also a hugely important factor in 

Mexico’s appeal. While stringent legislation is in place, the importance 

of a good partner that works to look after your commercial interests 

is hugely important.

“We maximize our abilities, by focusing on a very specific niche: 

tax and administrative law,” explains Miguel 

Ángel González, Founding Partner of GPL 

Abogados. “We were initially seven lawyers. 

Now we are about 40. Our best year for 

growth was 2015, but we have performed 

strongly since then too. 

“By definition, a law firm is an entity work-

ing to solve or prevent problems. Our profile 

has always been more of containment; we 

ensure our clients meet their tax obligations 

so that they avoid conflict in tax areas. Ger-

many is betting hard on Mexico, and we expect to work with German 

companies in the near future.”

With an enviable strategic location at the heart of the Americas and 

two lengthy coastlines dotted with major ports for shipments in and 

out of the country, Mexico is the continental gateway to the region. 

Auto industry steers economy in right direction
These include millions of vehicle components fitted at state-of-the-

art factories before gleaming cars, trucks and other vehicles roll off 

the production lines for local distribution or for export to lucrative 

foreign markets.

German automobile giants Volkswagen, BMW, and Audi are among 

the many blue chip, international companies that have invested bil-

lions of dollars in manufacturing plants and associated operations 

and catapulted Mexico into the top five automobile exporters. Of 

course, such outstanding success in a highly competitive industry is 

only possible thanks to the support and professionalism of a myriad of 
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logistics companies throughout the streamlined supply chain.

Whether enterprises are dealing with the import or export of items, 

it is almost certain they will utilize the services of port operator SSA 

Mexico, especially automobile players given major new investment in 

automobile-specific port infrastructure.

The award-winning group offers customers of all sizes a com-

prehensive range of services, with its efficient activities centred on 

terminals that handle automobiles, containers, cruises terminals, as 

well as general cargo.

“The automotive industry has enjoyed impressive and dynamic 

growth in Mexico in recent years,” states Manuel Fernández Pérez, 

CEO of SSA Mexico. “We are now the fourth largest exporter in the 

world, and expect annual production to accelerate from 3.5m units to 

5.0m over the next few years.”

The senior executive reveals record growth, investment and 

expansion means the subsidiary of global port titan Carrix now boasts 

a presence at seven of the republic’s leading ports, including Manza-

nillo, Lázaro Cárdenas, Tuxpan, and Veracruz.

“Our growth under President Enrique Peña Nieto’s administra-

tion has been extraordinary,” he adds. “Our company is betting on 

Mexico’s growth and continuous opportunities. Structural reforms 

are creating opportunities in the energy, telecommunications, and 

transportation sectors, among others.”

Foreign companies wishing to pursue such exciting openings will be 

encouraged, guided and supported all the way, not just by federal and 

state agencies, but by private entities seeking to help international 

partners maximize their potential for a mutually beneficial outcome.

Given the dynamism and highly competitive nature of the Mexican 

economy, small and medium-sized firms have embraced many of the 

best practices that leading international companies have introduced 

over the past few decade. The result is a better, faster and more 

efficient environment that underlines Mexico’s reputation as a nour-

ishing ground for creative ideas, patents and intellectual property.

For the past three decades, Industrias Norm has worked with Volk-

swagen on the assembly of automobiles and through investment in 

the production of presses for such pieces has proudly evolved from 

assemblers into stampers.

“Industrias Norm has undergone constant transformation and 

grown in parallel with the automotive industry,” explains CEO Ulrich 

Thoma Kiwus.

“We have three divisions: body shop, spare parts for Volkswa-

gen – we are the main authorized supplier for them – and industrial 

equipment for the automotive and energy sectors. From an industrial 

perspective, Mexico has an enormous power and we are the entrepre-

neurs who are helping businesses grow by taking them by the hand 

and betting for this country.”

Shared values and ideas benefit both countries
Another ambitious company to have enjoyed a sharp upward growth 

trajectory in recent years is MEISA, with its success achieved through 

partnerships with prestigious international technology brands in 

different industrial fields.

The automotive industry remains a key area for growth, and  bosses 

are upbeat about their prospects and looking forward to the role 

Germany and Europe will play in shaping Mexico’s future.

“Besides the automotive sector, we work for the metal-mechanic 

industry,” says MEISA CEO, Alberto Bravo Mendoza. “We do not have 

a lot of experience to date in petrochemicals, but we are launching a 

strategy for this sector. We have great potential and our goal is diver-

sification.”
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The pharmaceutical sector continues to experience strong growth 

as it strives to meet the growing needs of Mexico’s local population, 

as well as customers in the wider region and farther afield. The phar-

maceutical sector continues to experience strong growth as it strives 

to meet the growing needs of Mexico’s local population, as well as 

customers in the wider region and farther afield. 

A leading figure in the expanding sector, PROBIOMED, has a strong 

portfolio of pharmaceutical and biosimilar products, covering various 

medical specialties, and continues to take market share despite the 

presence of rivals including multi-national giants. Today, the mexican 

company exports to 14 countries in 4 continents offering high quality 

products at affordable prices to millions of patients in Mexico and 

abroad.

“The pharmaceutical industry is evolving; you should reinvent 

yourself from time to time and adapt,” says Jaime Uribe Wiechers, 

PROBIOMED CEO. “In the past few years, the world’s most important 

regulatory authorities have strengthened their regulations, especially 

for biotechnological products. “Each period has been a test, but 

PROBIOMED has always been at the forefront of the industry and 

overcome whatever has arisen.”

Great energy resources are catalyst for growth
A more traditional industry that continues to act as a magnet for 

major FDI, is the huge energy sector. The government is imple-

menting strategic reforms in the oil and gas sectors, and renewables 

energies – solar, wind and hydroelectric – that is making Mexico a key 

energy exporter.

Germany is playing a leading role in the liberalization of the Mexi-

can electricity market, having entered into 

an energy partnership in 2016. The aim of 

the alliance is to support the expansion of 

renewable energies, promote greater use 

of efficient energy technology, and increase 

transparency in the oil and gas industry.

At the forefront of this oil and gas sector 

is Fermaca, with the industry pioneer spear-

heading the development of energy projects 

both onshore and offshore. The innova-

tive firm provides solutions for natural gas 

and traditional hydrocarbon fuels. Fermaca develops projects from 

conception to completion, managing the engineering, financing and 

construction of major new energy infrastructure – particularly pipe-

lines.

“Opportunities in energy field are infinite,” says Fermaca CEO, 

Fernando Calvillo Álvarez. There are opportunities with renewable 

resources, electricity generation, crude oil production, mature fields 

and offshore, as well as refining, petrochemicals and fertilizers. 

“Fermaca is a very strong company; we know how to build and 

operate infrastructure in Mexico. We are very competitive, and this is 

why we have been successful. We are investing $20 million for 2020 to 

grow our assets. We are no longer only a Mexican firm, but an inter-

national company.

“We know that accessing experience in another country is impor-

tant for investors, and if we had to go to Germany, we would seek a 

German company as a partner, so we encourage German companies 

to come to Mexico and work with us.”
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